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ture. We study different mechanisms of fermionic charge disappearance in the high temper-

ature plasma, using both analytical estimates and real-time classical lattice numerical sim-

ulations. We investigate the random walk of the Chern-Simons number Q ∝
∫
d4xFµνF̃

µν ,

and show that it has a diffusive behaviour in the presence of an external magnetic field

B. This indicates that the mechanism for fermionic number non-conservation for B 6= 0,

is due to fluctuations of the gauge fields, similarly as in the case of non-Abelian gauge

theories. We have determined numerically, with lattice simulations, the rate Γ of chiral-

ity non-conservation, extracting it from the diffusion process. We find that it is a factor

∼ 60 larger compared to previous theoretical estimates, what calls for a revision of the

implications of Abelian fermion number and chirality non-conservation for baryogenesis,

magnetogenesis and chiral symmetry evolution.
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1 Introduction

The triangular anomaly [1, 2] in fermionic current leads to many important consequences in

particle physics. For example, in Abelian gauge theories, such as quantum electrodynamics

(QED), it describes the decay π0 → 2γ. In non-Abelian theories like quantum chromody-

namics (QCD), it plays a decisive role in the resolution of the UA(1) problem [3, 4], whereas

in the electroweak theory it leads to baryon and lepton number non-conservation [5, 6].

In hot and dense matter in the early universe the fluctuations of gauge and scalar

fields — sphalerons [7] — lead to rapid fermion number non-conservation in the Standard

Model (SM) [8], and to chirality non-conservation in QCD [9]. The existence of these

transitions is associated with the non-trivial vacuum structure of non-Abelian gauge the-

ories [10, 11]. The vacuum field configurations connected by large gauge transformations

have the same energy but different Chern-Simons (CS) number, allowing the disappearance

of fermion/chiral number.

The situation in Abelian gauge theories is visibly different. In the electroweak theory

the anomaly in the fermionic and/or chiral current contains in fact a U(1) contribution.

In the symmetric phase of the SM model it is associated with the hypercharge field, and

in the Higgs phase with the electomagnetic field of QED. However, in an Abelian gauge

theory, there are no large gauge transformations, nor vacuum configurations with different
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Chern-Simons numbers. As a result, there is no irreversible fermion (or chiral) number

non-conservation associated to an Abelian gauge sector, as in the case of non-Abelian

theories. This does not prevent the fermion/chiral number to be transferred into gauge

configurations carrying Chern-Simons number, and to reappear back again due to the

changes in the gauge field background. These processes may have an important impact on

the problems of baryogenesis [12–14], magnetic field generation in the early Universe [15],

and chiral asymmetry evolution at temperatures in the MeV range [16]; they may also be

visible in heavy ion collisions [17]. For all applications it is important to have a reliable

value of the rate of the anomalous U(1) processes, and it is the goal of our paper to provide

such an estimate accounting for small scale fluctuations of the fields, something that has

never been done before.1

Of course, below the electroweak cross-over temperature Tc, there is a perturbative con-

tribution to the rate of chirality change, proportional to the mass squared of the charged

fermion m, Γpert ∼ α2m2/T , where α is the fine-structure constant and T is the tempera-

ture. A similar contribution exists also above Tc, proportional to the square of the fermion

Yukawa coupling f , Γpert ∼ f2T . In general, both perturbative and non-perturbative rates

must be taken into account. Even for the moderate strength of the magnetic field the

anomalous rate may exceed the perturbative one for the lightest fermion-electron, leading

to a number of interesting effects above [15] and below Tc [16].

In spite of the fact that a lot of work on the dynamics of Abelian gauge theories with

chiral fermions has been already done, a number of questions still remain unanswered. We

briefly review these questions in what follows. To set up the scene and fix notation, let us

consider scalar electrodynamics with a massless vector-like fermion field Ψ, described by

the Lagrangian2

L = −1

4
FµνF

µν − Ψ̄γµDµΨ− (Dµφ)∗(Dµφ)− V (φ) , (1.1)

where Dµ = ∂µ − ieAµ, V (φ) = m2|φ|2 + λ|φ|4, Aµ is the Abelian gauge field, Fµν =

∂µAν − ∂νAµ its field strength, and we use metric signature (−,+,+,+). The chiral

fermionic current, defined as

J5
µ = Ψ̄γµγ5Ψ , (1.2)

is conserved at the classical level, i.e. ∂µJ
µ
5 = 0. When quantum effects are taken into

account, it has however an anomaly [1, 2],

∂µJ
µ
5 =

e2

8π2
FµνF̃

µν , (1.3)

where F̃µν = 1
2ε
µνρσFρσ is the dual of the field strength, and εµνρσ is the Levi-Civita

antisymmetric tensor in 4 dimensions, with ε0123 = −ε0123 = +1.

The chiral analogue of Lagrangian eq. (1.1) can describe the hypercharge sector of the

SM at temperatures above the electroweak cross-over; if the mass of the scalar field m is

sufficiently large, it can be integrated out so that we are left with a theory including only

1All previous estimates of this rate were done with the use of magnetohydrodynamics, which accounts

for distance scales exceeding the mean free path of the charged particles in the medium.
2An equivalent way is to take chiral electrodynamics and consider the fermionic charge.
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fermions and a U(1) gauge field, hence representing ordinary quantum electrodynamics. A

number of results describing the anomalous dynamics of fermions and Abelian gauge fields

are available for this type of theory.

I) Instability domain

I.1) Symmetric phase. Let us take first the symmetric phase of the model m2 > 0,

when the temperature is considered to be zero. We consider an initial state containing

no gauge field, but a non-zero fermionic charge density. We characterize the latter by

a chemical potential µ, adding to the statistical sum the term µJ5
0/2, with initial value

µ = µo 6= 0. The left- and right-handed fermionic chemical potentials are µL = −µR = µ/2.

A state with non-zero chemical potential is unstable against creation of gauge fields with

non-zero Chern-Simons number [18]. This can be seen as follows. The (free) energy for the

gauge fields with fermions integrated out, contains the Chern-Simons (CS) term [19, 20]

HCS = µNCS, NCS =

∫
d3xnCS, nCS =

α

2π
~A · ~B , α =

e2

4π
, (1.4)

where ~B ≡ ~∇× ~A is the magnetic field. The relation between FµνF̃
µν and the CS number

is given by
e2

16π2
FµνF̃

µν = ∂µK
µ, K0 = nCS . (1.5)

In Fourier space the term (1.4) is linear in the momentum ~k of the gauge field and is

not positive definite, contrary to the energy density ∝ ~B2, which is quadratic in ~k. For

sufficiently infrared (IR) modes

k < kinst ≡
α

π
µ , (1.6)

the term HCS dominates the free energy, leading to an instability. Eventually, the fermionic

number disappears as it is converted into long-ranged configurations of the gauge field, with

a density of Chern-Simons number equal to the initial chiral density nF ,

nCS =
µ3
o

12π2
= nF , (1.7)

and a scale of the order of the system size L, with magnetic field B ∼ 4π
e

√
nF
L and gauge

field A ∼ 4π
e

√
nFL [18]. While the initial energy density of the system was ρF ∼ µ4

o, the

energy density of the gauge field carrying the same fermionic number is now smaller, as it

is suppressed by the size of the system, ρA ∼ µ3/Le2.

II.2) Higgs phase. In the Higgs phase, when m2 < 0, an analogous instability can only

be developed if [18]

kinst > 2MA ⇔ µo >
2π

α
MA , (1.8)

with MA = ev the mass of the vector field in the broken phase, where the scalar Higgs-like

field takes a vacuum expectation value v2 = −m2

λ . The unstable IR modes obey the relation

kinst

2

(
1−

√
1−

4M2
A

k2
inst

)
< k <

kinst

2

(
1 +

√
1−

4M2
A

k2
inst

)
. (1.9)

For small MA � kinst, we have M2
A/kinst < k < kinst −M2

A/kinst.
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II) Rate of instability at finite temperature and density

II.1) Symmetric phase. Let us take again the same initial state in the symmetric

phase, but now at finite temperature. A linear analysis similar to that carried out at

zero temperature, reveals the instability of the system for long-range gauge field modes

with momenta k < kinst. Since Abelian magnetic fields in a high temperature plasma are

not screened (this can be proven in all orders of perturbation theory [21, 22], with non-

perturbative lattice simulations confirming the same behavior [23]), the instability takes

place for any IR mode k < kinst.

The rate of the instability growth depends on the relation between kinst and other

dynamical scales in the medium. One can distinguish two qualitatively different regimes,

depending on whether the typical instability length scale linst ∼ 1/kinst is larger or smaller

than the mean free path λ ∼ 1/(α2T ) of the fermions in the plasma:

a) linst > λ. This situation occurs when the chemical potential is sufficiently small,

µ < e2T . For the analysis of instabilities one can use the effective description of long

range modes in a plasma, namely magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD). The rate of the

instability growth is suppressed in comparison with the zero temperature case by the

electric conductivity σ of the plasma [12, 15], like

Ak ∼ eωkt , ωk =
k

σ
(kinst − k) , (1.10)

where kinst is still given by eq. (1.6). For QED with Nl fermionic flavours [24],

σ ' 3ζ(3)

log 2

T

α log(1/αNl)
, (1.11)

where ζ is the Riemann ζ-function, so 3ζ(3)/ log 2 ' 5.2. The result (1.10) can

be derived easily from eqs. (2.12), which we introduce later on when discussing

the magnetohydro-dynamical regime of the system. In this regime, parametrically

ωk ∝ µ2.

b) linst < λ. This situation corresponds to chemical potentials µ > e2T . The instability

growth rate can be found using the thermal photon propagator, and is equal to [25]

Ak ∼ eωkt , ωk =
4k2

πm2
D

(kinst − k) , (1.12)

where mD is the Debye mass. For the theory with Lagrangian (1.1) one finds, in the

one loop approximation, m2
D = e2T 2/3 + e2µ2/π2. Thus, parametrically, ωk ∝ µ3

when e2 . µ/T . π2/3, whilst ωk ∝ µ for µ/T & π2/3.

The transition between regimes a) and b) is smooth, and the expressions for ωk are para-

metrically the same at the matching point µ ∼ e2T . In all cases the density of real fermions

eventually disappears and is replaced by a Chern-Simons condensate of the gauge field.
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ii.2) Higgs phase. To the best of our knowledge, a detailed analysis of instabilities,

in what concerns the Higgs phase, has not been carried out. We expect that the condi-

tion for the instability to develop given in eq. (1.8) still remains in force, but the rates

eqs. (1.10), (1.12) are to be modified.

As we have already mentioned, these behaviors are different from what happens in

non-Abelian theories in similar situations. For instance, non-Abelian gauge theories in the

symmetric phase are confining at zero temperatures. At non-zero temperatures, still in

the symmetric phase, the non-Abelian magnetic fields acquire a “magnetic” mass mmag ∝
g2T [26], where g is the non-Abelian gauge coupling.3 We expect this to lead to a threshold

similar to eq. (1.8) with replacement of MA by the strong coupling scale Λ similar to ΛQCD

at zero T , or by mmag if T � Λ. On top of that, in the non-Abelian case the final

state of the system, after the development of the instability, does not contain long-range

non-Abelian fields, as they are screened by mmag. The system contains instead vacuum

configurations with non-zero topological charge.

Moreover, at non-zero temperature, in addition to classical instabilities, there are ther-

mal fluctuations — sphalerons — which also drive the system to a state with zero net

fermionic charge. The rate of these fluctuations Γsph does not depend on the chemical

potential of fermions (at least, for small enough µ), and the chemical potential behaves as

µ ∝ exp(−κΓspht), with κ ∼ 1 a known number, which depends on the matter sector of

the corresponding gauge theory [28].

A lot of work has been done for the study of fermion number non-conservation and

sphaleron transitions in non-Abelian theories in the past. We mention just a few. The

prefactor for the sphaleron rate in the Higgs phase of the SM was found in [29, 30]. In [31]

it was demonstrated that the sphaleron rate in the symmetric phase scales with the SU(2)

gauge coupling like α5
W , contrary to α4

W expected from naive scaling [28]. In [32] Bödeker

argued that the rate has an extra log(1/αW ) enhancement and suggested an effective field

theory description accounting for this effect, which has been worked out further in [33, 34].

The numerical simulations of sphaleron transitions in 1+1 dimensions were initiated in [35]

and carried out in [36]. In 3+1 dimensions the first lattice simulations were done in [37],

with many improvements accounting for hard thermal loops and Bödeker effective theory,

appearing later in [38–40]. The ultimate results for the sphaleron rate were reported

in [41]. The combined dynamics of the fermionic chemical potential was addressed in

lattice simulations in [37] and refined considerably in [42].

Much less efforts were invested to the study of the Abelian case. Besides the works we

have already mentioned, ref. [43] underlined the potential importance of fluctuations of the

electromagnetic field for the problem of the chiral charge erasure. This question has been

also studied recently in [44]; our discussion of the same phenomena in the present paper is

considerably different.

To summarise, the aim of the present work is to elucidate the difference between the

Abelian and non-Abelian theories in what concerns the behaviour of the fermionic number

3An exact gauge invariant definition of the magnetic mass at very high temperatures can be given in

terms of the lightest glueball mass in pure 3-dimensional gauge theory, see, e.g. [27].
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at high temperatures. This happens to be not as trivial at it may seem. As we will

discuss in section 2, the ground state of an Abelian theory at non-zero temperatures, may

have more in common with non-Abelian theories than normally considered, potentially

leading to other possible mechanisms for anomalous fermion number non-conservation, in

supplement to the instabilities discussed before. This certainly happens in the presence

of a background magnetic field, leading to a ground state degeneracy with respect to the

Chern-Simons number. To account for fluctuations of Abelian gauge theories at non-

zero temperatures, we propose to study numerically a classical Abelian Higgs model with

a Chern-Simons term, replacing the theory described by eq. (1.1) with fermions, by a

theory where fermions with non-zero density are integrated out. This theory and its lattice

implementation are discussed in section 3. In section 4 we study the diffusion of the

Chern-Simons number in the presence of external magnetic fields of various strengths. The

rate of CS diffusion is known to give the rate of fermion number dilution in non-Abelian

gauge theories [28], and a similar relation is expected to hold in the Abelian case as well.

We find the rate of CS diffusion as proportional to the square of the magnetic field (an

expected result [12, 15] but quantified with novel inputs for the pre-factor). In section 5

we summarize our results, and discuss their implications and limitations.

2 Dynamics of the chiral charge and magnetic fields: analytical estimates

2.1 Abelian configurations with CS number

The Abelian Chern-Simons number density (1.4) vanishes for zero energy configurations.

This means that the bosonic ground state of the system at zero temperature is unique (in

the absence of an external magnetic field). This is opposed to the non-Abelian case, where

pure gauge configurations with non-trivial topology carry an integer CS number. The

situation changes if we have a non-zero magnetic field ~B. A non-zero uniform magnetic

field can in fact play the role of the ground state of an Abelian theory, as this configuration

satisfies the equations of motion, and is stable due to magnetic flux conservation.

For definiteness, let us consider an external magnetic field in the direction of the third

axis z, ~B = (0, 0, B3). Now, if B3 6= 0, the ground state of the system acquires a degeneracy

with respect to the CS number: a non-zero constant gauge field A3 does not cost any energy

but leads to a configuration with non-zero nCS ∝ ~A · ~B. Contrary to the case of a non-

Abelian theory, NCS =
∫
d3xnCS is not quantized and can have any value. This type of

configuration can serve as an infinite reservoir to absorb the fermionic charge, exactly as

for the case of non-Abelian theories. One should expect therefore, the dynamics of the

fermion charge and of the Chern-Simons number, to be qualitatively similar for Abelian

and non-Abelian theories at high temperatures, in the presence of a magnetic field in the

symmetric phase.

The case when an external magnetic field is absent is more subtle. Consider a gauge

field with a typical amplitude A and variation scale l. The energy density of this field is

ρA ∼ A2/l2, whereas it can carry a CS number density

nCS ∼
α

2π

A2

l
. (2.1)
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The dependence of the energy density on the CS number is therefore infrared-sensitive as

ρA ∼
1

2
B2 ∼ πnCS

αl
. (2.2)

In other words, a configuration with a fixed CS number density nCS 6= 0 may have ar-

bitrarily small energy density for a sufficiently long-wave vector field. Since at non-zero

temperatures the energy density of the system is different from zero, the thermal ground

state may contain configurations with arbitrarily large CS numbers in the limit of infinite

volume l→∞. This looks pretty much similar to the non-Abelian case, where the same is

true, though not only the energy density, but also the total energy of a configuration carry-

ing a Chern-Simons number may be vanishing. One may wonder therefore whether in the

absence of background magnetic field there might be yet another mechanism for fermion

number transfer to Abelian fields, not related to the instabilities discussed in the Introduc-

tion. In particular, do the fluctuations of the Abelian field, similarly as the sphalerons of

non-Abelian fields, play any role? We discuss this question next.

2.2 Instabilities or fluctuations?

The rate ωk at which the fermion number is ‘eaten up’ by the gauge field due to the

instabilities described in section 1, scales as ∝ µn, with n = 1, 2 or 3, depending on the

situation. As it has been already mentioned in the Introduction, it is well known that in

non-Abelian theories there is yet another mechanism for fermion number dilution, related

to thermal fluctuations — sphalerons —, with a µ-independent rate (at least for small µ).

This can be seen at a qualitative level, from the following considerations [31, 33]. Let

us forget about fermions and consider a gauge field fluctuation with size l and amplitude

A, with CS number NCS ∼ nCSl
3 and energy E ∼ ρAl

3, see eqs. (2.1), (2.2). In non-

Abelian theories, fluctuations that go from one topological vacuum to another should have

∆NCS ∼ 1, leading to a relation A ∼ π
le . Their energy is, therefore, of the order E ∼ π

αl .

The probability to have such a fluctuation at temperature T is given by the Boltzmann

exponent exp
(
−E
T

)
, so the typical size of the required fluctuation should be at least of

the order of l ∼ 1/(αT ), with a number density nsph ∼ (αT )3. To get the rate of the

diffusion of the topological number, what is left to do is to divide nsph by the typical time

tsph ∼ 1/(α2T ) of the ∆NCS = 1 changing transition (one power of α comes from the

dimensional analysis of effective 3-dimensional theory [28], while the extra power accounts

for slowing down of the process by the medium [29, 31]). As a result, the rate (per unit

volume) of fluctuations changing the CS number by one unit, is parametrically given by

Γsph ∝ α5T 4 , (2.3)

up to a logarithmic factor that comes from a more refined treatment [32]. In a plasma

carrying a non-zero fermionic charge, the rates leading to its increment or decrement differ

by µ/T , as follows from eq. (1.4). This leads to the conclusion that µ(t) ∝ exp(−Γspht/T
3),

with a µ-independent exponential.

In the previous consideration the non-Abelian character of the gauge theory was used

only at one point, namely when we required that the change of the CS number is equal

– 7 –
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to an integer number one, as dictated by the non-trivial vacuum structure. For Abelian

theories the integer changes of the CS number are however not specific, and the rate of CS

number diffusion for fluctuations with size l, amplitude A, and time τ , is given by

Γ ∝ (αA2l2)

[
exp(−A2l/T )

l3τ

]
, (2.4)

where the first factor is a typical change of the CS number, and the second is the probability

of a fluctuation per unit time and volume. The characteristic non-linear dynamics length

and time scales in the Abelian Higgs with λ ∼ e2,m2 ∼ e4T 2, are parametrically the same

as in the non-Abelian gauge theory, l ∝ 1/(αT , τ ∝ 1/(α2T ). In other words, it seems that

eq. (2.3) may be equally applied to the Abelian theory as well. Qualitatively, the difference

appears in the subsequent development of the fluctuation. In the non-Abelian case, after

crossing the “sphaleron barrier” it may evolve to a new vacuum state with the different

CS number but zero energy, thermalising its energy. In the Abelian case, such a vacuum

state does not exist. The discussion in section 2.1 indicates however, that the effective

degeneracy with respect to the CS number, appears in the limit of long wavelengths of

the gauge field. It is an open question whether this effect may lead to dissipation of the

fermionic number in the Abelian theory, with a rate that does not depend on µ. If the

non-Abelian estimate were applicable to the Abelian case as well, the Abelian “sphaleron”

rate Γsph ∝ α5T 4 would supersede the rate associated with the instability (1.10), for a

chemical potential µ < αT . We present some arguments in the next subsection 2.3 that

the Abelian rate may scale like Γsph ∝ α6T 4, i.e. with one extra power of α compared to

the non-Abelian case. If true, this will exceed the rate associated to the instability for

small µ < eαT . Whether this is correct or not, it can be studied, in principle, in real time

lattice simulations. Unfortunately, due to limited computer resources, we could not get an

answer to this question. We thus leave open the investigation of this matter for the future.

2.3 Diffusion of CS number and chirality non-conservation

For physics applications, the main quantity of interest is the time evolution of the fermion

number and of the magnetic fields. This is a complicated problem involving many different

time and length scales operating at different stages of the equilibration process. However,

in the limit of small chemical potential µ, the rate of fermion number non-conservation can

be found within the pure bosonic theory, by considering the diffusion of the CS number

and the use of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [28, 42].

To make a proper comparison between Abelian and non-Abelian cases, consider bosonic

theories, without fermions, based on either a SU(2) gauge theory with Higgs doublet, or

on a U(1) theory. The main quantity which determines the dynamics of the topological

transitions is the CS diffusion rate Γ [28], which characterizes the expectation value

〈Q(t)2〉 , (2.5)

where

Q(t) ≡ e2

16π2

∫ t

0
dt

∫
d3xF aµνF̃

µν
a = NCS(t)−NCS(0) , (2.6)

– 8 –
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is a gauge-invariant quantity related to the Chern-Simons number, with the index a omitted

in the U(1) case, and running like a = 1, 2, 3 in the SU(2) case. Homogeneity in time and

space leads to

〈Q(t)2〉 = ΓV t , (2.7)

where for t→∞,

Γ =
α2

16π2

∫ ∞
0

dt

∫
d3x

〈
F aµν(x, t)F̃µνa (x, t)F aαβ(0)F̃αβa (0)

〉
. (2.8)

As we briefly reviewed in section 2.2, it is well known that in the symmetric phase of

a non-Abelian theory, Γ depends on the coupling constants as

Γ ∝ α5 log(1/e)T 4 . (2.9)

In the Higgs phase it is suppressed by the Boltzmann exponent exp (−Msph/T ) [8], where

Msph ∝ MA/e
2 is the sphaleron mass, and MA is the temperature dependent mass of the

vector boson.

In Abelian theories, and in the absence of a magnetic field, we expect 〈Q(t)2〉 to become

constant at large times t, because contrary to the non-Abelian case, to have a non-zero CS

number now costs energy. We expect however a diffusive behavior if an external magnetic

field is present, since the CS number can grow without limit with the energy fixed.

We show now that the perturbative contributions to the diffusion rate at B 6= 0 vanish.

For this end let us consider the expansion of the correlator eq. (2.8) with respect to an

external magnetic field in the ẑ-direction, writing Bz = B̄ + δB. The lowest order term in

B̄ is zero due to the Abelian character of the theory, while the first order term vanishes as

well, due to symmetry considerations (isotropy). We are thus left with the second order

contribution in B̄,

Γ =

(
αB̄

π

)2〈∫ ∞
0

dt

∫
d3xE3(t, x)E3(0)

〉
. (2.10)

In perturbation theory this correlator is zero. This is most easily seen in the gauge Ao = 0,

where the electric field can be written as E3(x, t) = ∂oA3. The correlator in eq. (2.10)

becomes 〈∫
d3x(A3(∞, x)−A3(0, x))∂0A3(0)

〉
= 0 , (2.11)

where the first term is zero due to the cluster property, while the second can be written as
1
2∂0〈A3(0)2〉, and hence it also vanishes.

To get a non-perturbative contribution, we start from an estimate of the diffusion rate

which can be obtained from previous results [12, 15], based on the equations of magneto-

hydrodynamics. In the presence of a homogeneous chemical potential for the chiral charge,

the effective action for the electromagnetic fields leads to a modification of Maxwell equa-

tions for wavelengths larger than the fermions mean free path λ ∼ 1/(α2T ) in the plasma.

Defining the electric and magnetic fields as Ei = Ei = Ȧi − ∂iφ, and Bi = Bi = εijk∂jAk,

the modified equations read [12, 15] [we use metric signature (–,+,+,+)]

∂ ~B

∂t
= ~∇× ~E,

∂ ~E

∂t
+ ~∇× ~B = e~j − e2

4π2
µ~B, e ~J = −σ ~E, (2.12)
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where σ is the electric conductivity of the plasma, and we have assumed that the density

of electric charge is zero, and the plasma has zero velocity. This system of equations is

complemented by an anomaly equation like eq. (1.3), which rewritten in terms of the chiral

chemical potential reads
dµ

dt
=

3e2

T 2π2

1

V

∫
d3x ~E ~B . (2.13)

Neglecting the time derivative of the electric field in eq. (2.12), one gets an equation for

µ as
dµ

dt
= − 3e2

π2σT 2

1

V

∫
d3x

(
e2

4π2
µ~B + ~∇× ~B

)
~B . (2.14)

This shows that, in the presence of an external homogeneous magnetic field, the contribu-

tion of long-range fluctuations of gauge fields to the rate of chirality non-conservation, is

Γ5 =
3e4

4π4σT 2
B2 ∝ α3B2 . (2.15)

The second term in (2.14) can be considered as a source leading to non-zero chemical

potential in the presence of helical magnetic fields, with interesting dynamics of exchange

between the chiral charge and magnetic fields [12–16].

The fluctuation-dissipation theorem allows to relate the diffusion rate Γdiff (per unit

time and volume) of the CS number with the dilution rate Γ5 (per unit time) of the chemical

potential. Standard considerations following [28, 42], give for the theory (1.1) the following

relation

Γ5 = 12
Γdiff

T 3
. (2.16)

Using (2.16) and eq. (2.15), we finally arrive at

Γdiff =
α2T

π2σ
B2 ∝ α3B2 . (2.17)

The rate scales as α3 and is proportional to B2.

We present below yet another estimate inspired by [31], making use of the fluctuations

discussed in section 2.2 with typical size parametrically smaller than the mean free path,

lsph ∼ 1/(αT ) � λ. For this end we take, as in section 2.2, A ∼ π
e lsph

and ∂o ∼ 1/tsph ∼
α2T , leading to the rate

Γf ∼
(
αB̄

π

)2
lsph

αtsph
∼
(
αB̄

π

)2

. (2.18)

This result has the same parametric dependence on the magnetic field as eq. (2.17). How-

ever, it contains the square of the fine structure constant contrary to α3 in (2.17). In

principle, there is no contradiction, as (2.17) only accounts for sufficiently long range fluc-

tuations (for which the eqs. (2.12) are valid) and when ∂ ~E
∂t = 0. Still, this difference is

perturbing and calls for reconsideration of the typical time scale in Abelian gauge theo-

ries, which may be different from the non-Abelian case because of the different vacuum

structure in the absence of a magnetic field. Assuming that eqs. (2.12) with µ = 0 and
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e~j = −σ ~E were valid (at least parametrically) for short ranged fields as well, we get that

the typical electric field E associated with magnetic field of strength B ∝ A/l ∝ e3T 2 and

size lsph, is of the order E ∼ B/(σl) ∝ A/(σl2) ∝ ωA with ω ∝ α3T , i.e. α times slower

than the non-Abelian one. If correct, the rate from fluctuations is proportional to an extra

power in α,

Γf ∼ α
(
αB̄

π

)2

, (2.19)

and has the same parametric dependence as (2.17). If we replace the external magnetic

field by a typical magnetic field B ∼ A/l ∝ e3T 2 of the fluctuation which carries NCS ∼ 1,

we will get an “Abelian sphaleron rate” as

Γsph ∼ α6T 4 , (2.20)

which is suppressed in comparison with the non-Abelian one by an extra power of α. In

the estimates above we assumed that the electric conductivity scale like σ ∝ 1/α even at

small distances.

Real time lattice simulations of the CS diffusion in the presence of magnetic field are

considered in section 4. We will see there that the parametric dependence on B and α

coincides with (2.15), (2.19), but with a numerical pre-factor exceeding substantially that

in (2.17), indicating that the small scale fluctuations are more important.

3 A model for real-time classical simulations

It is notoriously difficult to make lattice simulations with dynamical massless fermions.

One can use an effective field theory approach, where fermions are integrated out, but

their presence is accounted for by a homogeneous chemical potential µ for their chiral

charge. As mentioned before, in this approximation the energy of the system acquires

the term eq. (1.4), and the theory becomes purely bosonic, so that it becomes suitable

for classical real time simulations. We can then put the resulting bosonic theory in a

finite volume V , with periodic boundary conditions for gauge-independent quantities in all

spatial directions.

An economic way to derive, in an explicit gauge-invariant way, the equations of motion

for the different fields involved in the bosonic approach, is to use an (auxiliary) axion field

a(x) with action

S = −
∫
d4x

(
Lϕ +

1

4
FµνF

µν − 1

2c2
s

(∂0a)2 +
1

2
(∂ia)(∂ia)− e2

(4π)2

a

M
FµνF̃

µν

)
, (3.1)

where c2
s and M are respectively dimensionless and dimensionfull parameters, to be fixed

later on. Due to the fact that FµνF̃
µν is a 4-divergence, this action is invariant under the

shift symmetry a→ a+ const. The equations of motion following from action (3.1) are

DµD
µϕ = V,ϕ∗ , (3.2)

∂νF
µν = ejµ +

e2

4π2M
F̃µν∂νa , (3.3)

c−2
s ∂0∂0a = ∂i∂ia+

e2

(4π)2M
FµνF̃

µν , (3.4)
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where the (unit-charge) current is defined as jµ = 2Im{ϕ∗Dµϕ}. As expected, these

equations only contain derivatives of the field a(x). Now, the anomaly equation eq. (1.3)

for the chiral current J5
µ can be compared with eq. (3.4), leading to an identification

∂0a→
c2
s

2

J5
0

M
, ∂ia→

J i5
2M

. (3.5)

We consider only the homogeneous4 case ~∇a = 0, so that ~J5 = ~0. As a result, the equation

of motion for the axion field eq. (3.4), turns into

∂0J
0
5 =

e2

8π2

1

V

∫
d3xFµνF̃

µν . (3.6)

The equation of motion of the gauge field, in the presence of a homogeneous axion (chemical

potential), changes to

∂νF
µν = ejµ +

c2
se

2

8π2M2
J0

5 F̃
µ0 . (3.7)

The relation between the chemical potential and the chiral charge at T 6= 0, for small

µ, reads

J0
5 =

1

6
µT 2 . (3.8)

In order to have eq. (3.7) mimicking eq. (2.12), we simply need to make the identification

c2
sT

2 = 12M2. A simple solution is then to take c2
s = 1 and M2 = T 2/12. With this choice

we conclude that the equations of motion for a homogeneous axion ~∇a = 0, eqs. (3.3)–(3.4),

together with the identification ∂0a = Mµ, mimic exactly the equations (2.12)–(2.13) in

the presence of a homogeneous chemical potential.

The evolution equations in terms of electric and magnetic fields Ei = Ei = Ȧi − ∂iφ
and Bi = Bi = εijk∂jAk, taking the Coulomb gauge Ao = 0, and expressing them in a

vector form, read

ϕ̈− ~D ~Dϕ = −V,|ϕ|2ϕ , (3.9)

~̇E + ~∇× ~B = +e~j − e2

4π2
µ~B , (3.10)

~∇ ~E = ej0 (Gauss Constraint) , (3.11)

µ̇ =
3e2

π2T 2

1

V

∫
V
d3x ~E · ~B , (3.12)

where we have used FµνF̃
µν = 4 ~E ~B and F̃ i0 = −Bi.

Besides, the system is characterized by an integral of motion — the total energy —

given by

Etot =

∫
d3x

[
1

2
~E2 +

1

2
~B2 + |Doϕ|2 + |Djϕ|2 + V (|ϕ|2)

]
+

1

24
µ2V . (3.13)

4In this paper we only consider space-independent chemical potentials. As we discuss in detail [45],

accounting for a space-dependent chemical potential (or axion field) in a consistent way in lattice simulations,

requires a much more elaborated framework, so we postpone an analysis of such case for future work.
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This quantity is important for monitoring the numerics as any time discretization induces

always some degree of violation of energy conservation. The system of equations ensures

also the magnetic flux conservation, for example

∂

∂t

∫
dxdyB3 = 0 . (3.14)

Thus, the initial conditions for the time evolution can be characterised by giving the energy

of the system and of the magnetic flux through one of the planes, which we can always

choose to be that of xy.

The equations of motion eqs. (3.9)–(3.12) and the Hamiltonian eq. (3.13), serve as

the theoretical basis for our numerical simulations. The way how these equations can be

put on the lattice while keeping the gauge invariance, the topological character of FF̃ ,

and a non-zero magnetic flux, is discussed in detail in [45]. In section 3.1 we summarize

the lattice formulation of the theory based on [45], whereas in section 3.2 we discuss the

choice of parameters to capture appropriately the correct physical regimes in the numerical

simulations. In section 3.3 we discuss how we set up the initial conditions of the system in

the lattice.

In section 4 we present our numerical results, studying the diffusion of the Chern-

Simons number in the absence of fermions, i.e. with µ = 0.5 With standard Monte-Carlo

techniques we create a set of configurations with probability exp(−E/T ), which are then

evolved in time with the use of the lattice equations of motion. We also consider an external

magnetic field to be present, and determine the correlator eq. (2.7), from which one can

extract the diffusion rate.

3.1 Lattice formulation

We work in a periodic cubic lattice of length L = Ndx, with dx the lattice spacing and

N the number of points per dimension. We do not consider summation over repeated

indexes. A lattice point n = (no, ~n) = (no, n1, n2, n3) displaced in the µ−direction by one

unit lattice spacing, n+ µ̂, will be referred simply as n+µ or by +µ, e.g. ϕ+µ ≡ ϕ(n+ µ̂),

Aµ,+ν ≡ Aµ(n+ 1
2 µ̂+ ν̂), etc. We define lattice ordinary and covariant derivatives, forward

(+) and backward (-), as

∆±µ φ ≡ ±1
dx (φ±µ − φ) , (D±µ ϕ) ≡ ±1

dx (U±µϕ±µ − ϕ) , (3.15)

where a link is defined as Uµ ≡ Uµ(n+ 1
2 µ̂) ≡ e−ie

∫ x(n+µ̂)
x(n)

Aµ(x′)dx′µ ' e−iedxµAµ(n+ 1
2
µ̂), and

we have also defined U−µ ≡ U∗µ,−µ ≡ U∗µ(n − 1
2 µ̂) ' e+iedxµAµ(n− 1

2
µ̂). An Abelian U(1)

gauge transformation in the lattice corresponds to

ϕ(n) −→ e+iβ(n)ϕ(n) , Aµ

(
n+

1

2
µ̂

)
−→ Aµ

(
n+

1

2
µ̂

)
+

1

e
∆+
µ β

(
n+

1

2
µ̂

)
, (3.16)

5We plan to study the dynamics of the chiral charge µ with an initial value µ0 6= 0 in a follow-up

publication.
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with β(n) an arbitrary function of the space-time site, so that the links and covariant

derivatives transform as

U±µ,n −→ eiβ U±µ,n e
−iβ±µ , D±µ ϕ −→ eiβ D±µ ϕ . (3.17)

Using these transformation rules we can build a gauge invariant lattice action mimicking

the continuum action eq. (3.1). We first build gauge invariant electric and magnetic fields

Ei ≡ (∆+
o Ai −∆+

i Ao) , Bi ≡
∑
j,k

εijk∆
+
j Ak . (3.18)

For convenience, we also define the following field combinations

A
(2)
i ≡ 1

2
(Ai +Ai,−i) , (3.19)

E
(2)
i ≡ 1

2
(Ei + Ei,−i) , (3.20)

E
(4)
i ≡ 1

4
(Ei + Ei,−i + Ei,−0 + Ei,−i−0) , (3.21)

B
(4)
i ≡ 1

4
(Bi +Bi,−j +Bi,−k +Bi,−j−k) , (3.22)

B
(8)
i ≡ 1

2

(
B

(4)
i +B

(4)
i,+i

)
. (3.23)

We introduce a homogeneous axion as a homogeneous auxiliary field so that its time deriva-

tive represents the chemical potential of the system,

µ(t) ≡ ȧ

M
, M2 =

T 2

12
. (3.24)

We derived in ref. [45] a lattice action built out of two pieces, an Abelian-Higgs part and

a Chemical Potential part,

SLtot = SLAH + SLα(t) , (3.25)

given by

SLAH = dtdx3
∑
~n,t

[
(D+

o ϕ)†(D+
o ϕ)−

∑
j

(D+
j ϕ)†(D+

j ϕ)− V (ϕϕ∗, φ) (3.26)

+
1

2

∑
j

(
∆+
o Ai −∆+

i Ao
)2 − 1

4

∑
i,j

(∆+
i Aj −∆+

j Ai)
2

]
,

SLα(t) ≡ dtdx3
∑
no

{
N3

2

(
∆−o a

)2
+

e2

4π2

a

M

∑
~n

∑
i

1

2
E

(2)
i

(
B

(4)
i +B

(4)
i,+0

)}
. (3.27)

The lattice action eq. (3.25) exhibits exact gauge and shift symmetries in the lattice,

and reproduces the continuum action eq. (3.1) to order O(dx2
µ). Besides it gives rise to

a set of lattice equations of motion compatible with i) the Bianchi identities,6 and ii)

6In ref. [45] we showed how other lattice representations of FF̃ often fail to fulfill the Bianchi identities,

introducing extra terms in the lattice equations of motion which do not represent well the continuum limit.
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an explicit iterative scheme to solve them. We note that the choice of the lattice operator∑
iE

(2)
i

(
B

(4)
i +B

(4)
i,+0

)
in eq. (3.25) to mimic a continuum term FµνF̃

µν , is crucial in order

to obtain an explicit iterative scheme, as shown below in eq. (3.28). Besides, eq. (3.27)

naturally leads to a lattice definition of the topological number density K ≡ e2

(4π)2FµνF̃
µν ,

that admits7 an exact total (lattice) derivative representation as K =
∑

µ ∆+
µK

µ, see

eq. (3.30).

Varying SLtot = SLAH+SLα(t), one obtains the set of lattice equations of motion mimicking

a continuum system with chemical potential at finite temperature T . In the Coulomb gauge

Ao = 0 (so that Uo = 1), these equations read [45]

Equation Natural Site

π ≡ ∆+
o ϕ , → l ≡

(
no + 1

2 , ~n
)

Ei ≡ ∆+
o Ai , → l ≡

(
no + 1

2 , ~n+ 1
2 î
)

µ ≡ ∆−o (a/M) , (Chemical Potential) → l ≡ (no, ~n)

∆−o π =
∑

iD
−
i D

+
i ϕ− V,ϕ∗ = 0 → l ≡ (no, ~n)

∆−o Ei = 2e Im{ϕ∗D+
i ϕ}−

∑
j,k εijk∆

−
j Bk −

e2

4π2µB
(8)
i , → l ≡

(
no, ~n+ 1

2 î
)

∑
i ∆−i Ei = 2e Im{ϕ∗π} (Gauss Constraint) , → l ≡

(
no + 1

2 , ~n
)

∆+
o µ = 3

π2
1
T 2

e2

N3

∑
~n

1
2

∑
iE

(2)
i (B

(4)
i +B

(4)
i,+0) , → l ≡

(
no + 1

2 , ~n
)

(3.28)

We have indicated in the rhs the common natural space-time site to all terms belonging

to a given equation of motion, around which we can expand each equation and reproduce

the continuum analogue eqs. (3.9)–(3.12) to order O(dx2
µ).

A lattice definition of the Chern-Simons number follows naturally from eq. (3.27) as

4π2

e2
QL ≡ dtdx3

p−1∑
no=0

∑
~n,i

1

2
E

(2)
i (B

(4)
i +B

(4)
i,+0) =

dx3

2

∑
~n,i

∑
i

A
(2)

i,+p0̂
B

(4)

i,+p0̂
+ Do ,(3.29)

where Do = −1
2dx

3
∑

~n

∑
iA

(2)
i B

(4)
i is an initial constant. This representation of the Chern-

Simons number reproduces to order O(dx2
µ) the continuum expression 4π2

e2
Q ≡

∫
d4x~E ~B =

1
2

∫
d3x ~A ~B

∣∣t
0
. It represents in fact a U(1) version of the SU(2) expression for the Chern-

Simons number introduced in [37, 42]. Furthermore, eq. (3.29) admits a total (lattice)

derivative representation, mimicking the continuum relation K ≡ e2

(4π)2FµνF̃
µν = ∂µK

µ,

with Kµ the CS current. In particular,

KL ≡
e2

4π2

∑
i

1

2
E

(2)
i (B

(4)
i +B

(4)
i,+0) =

∑
µ

∆+
µK

µ
L (3.30)

represents a local identity at every lattice site, with Kµ
L defined by components like

K0
L = −KL

0 ≡
e2

8π2

∑
i

A
(2)
i B

(4)
i , (3.31)

Ki
L = KL

i ≡ −
e2

16π2

∑
j,k

εijk

(
E

(2)
j A

(2)
k,−i + E

(2)
j,−iA

(2)
k

)
. (3.32)

7For this it is crucial that we use a non-compact formulation for the gauge sector.
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Using that, for periodic boundary conditions,
∑

~n

∑
i ∆+

i K
i = 0, we then arrive at a

expression for the Chern-Simons number (say after p time iterations), as

QL = dtdx3
∑
no,~n

∑
µ

∆+
µK

µ = dtdx3
∑
no,~n

∆+
0 K

0 = dx3

(∑
~n

Ko
+p0̂
−
∑
~n

Ko

)
, (3.33)

depending only (as it should) on the difference between the final and initial values of Ko,

mimicking the continuum result Q = e2

8π2

(∫
d3x ~A ~B

∣∣
t
−
∫
d3x ~A ~B

∣∣
0

)
.

Let us also note that eq. (3.30) represents an exact solution to the lattice equation of

motion for the chemical potential (say after p time steps) as

µ+p0̂ = µo +
12

T 2L3
QL , (3.34)

which mimics the continuum relation given by µ(t) = µ(0) + 12
T 2 limV→∞

Q
V . In practice, as

in this paper we only study numerically the case µ = 0, we simply use eq. (3.29) to obtain

the CS number in our lattice simulations. In a forthcoming publication we plan to study

situations where µ is a dynamical degree of freedom. In such a case, whenever we want

to obtain the Chern-Simons number, instead of calling eq. (3.29), we can simply read the

chemical potential amplitude as we solve the lattice equation of motion for µ [last equation

in eq. (3.28)].

Finally, let us mention that in order to introduce an external magnetic field in the

lattice, we use twisted boundary conditions for the (relevant) component of the gauge

field, following [47]. For instance, without loss of generality, we can consider an external

magnetic field in the ẑ direction, ~Bext = (0, 0, Bext). In this case we only need twisted

boundary conditions for A1 at a given x-site, say n1 = 1. Whenever we want to calculate

a (forward) magnetic field B+
3 = (∆+

1 A2 − ∆+
2 A1) at the location (n1, n2, n3) = (1, N −

1, n3) [or equivalently a (backward) magnetic field B−3 = (∆−1 A2 −∆−2 A1) at the location

(n1, n2, n3) = (1, 0, n3)], we must really make the substitution

B+
3 (n1 = 1, n2 = N − 1, n3) −→ (∆+

1 A2 −∆+
2 A1) +

2πnmag

dx2
, (3.35)

B−3 (n1 = 1, n2 = 0, n3) −→ (∆−1 A2 −∆−2 A1) +
2πnmag

dx2
, (3.36)

where nmag is a positive integer number. This is equivalent to assume that the first compo-

nent of the gauge field makes a ‘discrete jump’ from n2 = N−1 to n2 = N as A1(1, N, n3) =

A1(1, 0, n3)− 2πnmag

dx , and from n2 = 0 to n2 = N as A1(1, N, n3) = A1(1, N−1, n3)+
2πnmag

dx .

This twisted boundary prescription represents precisely the condition required to introduce

an external magnetic field in the ẑ direction, with magnitude Bext ≡ 2πnmag

(dxN)2 [47].

The introduction of an external magnetic field requires a correction in the expression

of the CS number as [45]

QL

∣∣∣
mag

= QL +Mp −M0 , (3.37)

where QL in the rhs is the CS number given by eq. (3.29) in the absence of an exter-

nal magnetic field, and M0,Mp are initial and final (after p time steps) magnetic field
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corrections, given by

Mq ≡ −
e2

8π

nmag

dx2

∑
n3

{
A

(2)

3,+q0̂
(1, 0, n3) +A

(2)

3,+q0̂
(1, N − 1, n3)

+A
(2)

3,+q0̂
(2, 0, n3) +A

(2)

3,+q0̂
(2, N − 1, n3)

}
. (3.38)

For further details and clarifications about of the lattice formulation presented above, both

in the absence and presence of a magnetic field, we refer the reader to ref. [45].

3.2 Choice of parameters for lattice simulations

For the discretised eqs. (3.28) to capture well the physics described by the continuum set

of eqs. (3.9)–(3.12), a number of conditions must be met in the lattice. In particular, to

reduce the effects of discretisation, all relevant length scales of the continuum system λi,

must be larger than the lattice spacing dx. To reduce finite volume effects, the same scales

must also be smaller than the lattice size L = Ndx, where N is the number of lattice points

per dimension. In other words, relevant scales λi must fulfill the condition

1� λi
dx
� N . (3.39)

In this section we discuss the choice of parameter values so that these two simple conditions

are satisfied as best as possible.

Let us recall that we consider an effective potential for the Higgs-like field as

Veff(φ) = m2
eff |φ|2 + λeff |φ|4 , (3.40)

with λeff ,m
2
eff the physical self-coupling and physical mass of the scalar excitation. In the

simplest case of the Higgs phase of the theory, when the mass parameter is m2
eff < 0 (at

tree level m2
eff ≡ −λv2 < 0), we have two particle excitations: one corresponding to the

Higgs boson with the mass m2
H = 2λv2, and another to the vector boson with the mass

M2
A = e2v2, both given at tree level approximation. To minimize the number of scales, it is

then natural to make the choice m2
H = M2

A, leading to 2λ = e2. We will keep this relation

all through our investigation, even when considering the symmetric phase.

We are actually mostly interested in the symmetric phase, when the effective mass

parameter of the Higgs field is m2
eff > 0. At tree level, the 3d Higgs model in this case

contains a scalar excitation with mass m2
eff and a massless photon. We require therefore

1� 1

meffdx
� N . (3.41)

In addition, we would like to have a length scale l ' π2

e2
1
T associated with the fluctuations

carrying a CS-number Ncs ∼ 1, see discussion in section 1. This requires

1� π2

e2

1

dxT
� N . (3.42)

For instance, for e2 ' 1, dxT = 1 satisfies that Tdx = 1� π2

e2
' 10

e2
, and at the same time

that LT = N � π2

e2
' 10

e2
(for as long as N > 10). The smaller we make dxT the larger we
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need N in the right hand side of the inequality (3.42). However, due to the need to simulate

some cases up to very large physical times, very large values for N (typically expressed in

powers of 2n) require (unfeasible) long simulation times. Hence, as long as we take values

of e2 not much smaller or larger than ∼ 1, a good compromise is to fix the lattice spacing

to the value dxT = 1. If instead we choose typical values of the gauge coupling say as

∼ 10−n with |n| � 1 (with n either positive or negative), then we simply need to re-scale

the lattice spacing to dxT = 10n. From now on we set e2 = 1 as a canonical value, and

hence consider values for the gauge coupling somewhat smaller or larger than unity, but not

orders of magnitude different. We then fix dxT = 1 for all our simulations. In that way we

verify the left hand side inequality (3.42) with a factor of margin 1 . 10/e2, while the right

hand side with a factor 1 & 10/(Ne2) ' 0.62/e2, 0.31/e2, 0.16/e2, . . . for N = 16, 32, 64, . . .

respectively. If we literally take e2 = 1, then N = 16 is really border line for verifying the

rhs of inequality eq. (3.42), as 1 is only marginally bigger than 0.62. Therefore, for N = 16

we will not simulate smaller gauge coupling values than unity, and hence e2 ≥ 1. Similarly,

if we double the points per dimension to N = 32, we must consider gauge coupling values

e2 ≥ 0.5, for N = 64 then e2 ≥ 0.25, and so on. We have thus considered a sample

of gauge coupling values taken by powers of 2, i.e. e2 = 2p, p = . . . ,−2,−1, 0, 1, . . .. In

practice, N = 128 is the maximum number of points per dimension we take (otherwise the

simulation time becomes too large), so the smallest coupling value we have really considered

is e2 = 2−3 = 0.125.

Furthermore, independently of N , the gauge coupling cannot be very large (given that

we have already fixed dxT = 1), because otherwise the lhs of inequality (3.42) becomes

only roughly satisfied. Since we are taking the gauge coupling values in powers of 2,

e2 = 22 = 4 makes already too rough the verification of the lhs of the inequality. Hence,

in practice, the maximum value we have considered is e2 = 21 = 2. In summary, for the

lattice spacing dxT = 1 we chose, we can capture well the scales of the fluctuations carrying

out a CS-number of the order ∼ 1, for the parameters

N = 16 : e2 = 2, 1 (3.43)

N = 32 : e2 = 2, 1, 1/2 (3.44)

N = 64 : e2 = 2, 1, 1/2, 1/4 (3.45)

N = 128 : e2 = 2, 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 . (3.46)

We need of course that such choice of parameters verifies as well the inequality (3.41).

Some care is however needed when identifying in the lattice the Higgs mass parameter

in the symmetric phase. The classical Abelian Higgs model is equivalent to the quantum

Abelian 3d theory with an extra field: the zero component of the gauge field A0 interacting

with the scalar φ as e2A2
o|φ2|. This theory is super-renormalisable, with the only parameter

requiring renormalisation being the Higgs mass. As immediately seen by the use of power

counting, the Higgs mass is linearly divergent at the one-loop level and log-divergent at the

two loop level. The relationship between the parameters in the MS renormalisation scheme

m2 and the lattice m2
lat has been worked out in [48], and reads in one-loop approximation
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accounting for a linear divergence

m2
lat = m2 − (2e2 + 4λ+ e2)

3.176T

4πdx
, (3.47)

where the term ∝ 2e2 is coming from the gauge field contribution, and those ∝ 4λ and ∝ e2

are coming from the scalar and A0 tadpole graphs. The two-loop logarithmic contribution

can be neglected if m2 �
(
e2

4π

)2
T 2. Even though this condition is not really necessary,

we will adopt it to make our analysis more transparent. The relation between the physical

and the lattice expectation value of the Higgs squared amplitude (which represents the

‘order parameter’ in the phase transition), was also computed in [48], in the one-loop

approximation, as

〈|φ|2〉 = 〈|φ|2〉lat −
3.176T

4πdx
. (3.48)

The non-perturbative lattice simulations of [49–51] have demonstrated that the physical

correlation length in the symmetric phase is close to the MS mass m2. So, in order to be

in the symmetric phase but still sufficiently close to the phase transition, the lattice mass

m2
lat should be tuned to the linear counter-term ∝ 1

dx , to get the physical mass m2(µ∗)

positive but sufficiently small. For most of the simulations we have chosen the physical

scalar mass to be m2(µ) = 0.25e2T 2, close to the hard thermal loop contribution to the

scalar mass, m2 = e2T 2/4 + λT 2/12. According to the phase diagram of the 3d Higgs +

U(1) model [49–51], for this value of m2 we are in the symmetric phase of U(1) theory, but

still sufficiently close to the phase transition line to satisfy the inequality (3.41). We also

varied the mass towards larger and smaller values, but did not see any strong dependence

of the CS diffusion rate on this parameter. In summary, our set of {e2, N} values listed

in eqs. (3.43)–(3.45), satisfy essentially both inequalities (3.41) and (3.42) in a reasonable

way, given our choice dxT = 1. We will therefore stick to such parameter values in the

following sections.

As a final remark about parameters, let us note that in all simulations we have chosen

a time step dt sufficiently small, so that when decreasing it further, the results would

be the same within the statistical error. Whereas dtT ' 0.1 was borderline for some

cases, dtT ' 0.01 proved to be a good choice in all cases. As a compromised we adopted

dtT = 0.05 as our fiducial value, and only increased it (hence speeding up our runs) when

we saw explicitly (by trial and error) that the observables were not sensitive to it. For our

N = 128 runs, however, we had to take always a large time step as Tdt = 0.2, since running

up to the large physical times needed to probe the diffusion regime (e.g. up to T∆t ∼ 50000,

see section 4), already took around 6 days of computing time for each (serial) job in a single

core processor. Thus, contrary to most modern applications of lattice field theory in early

Universe dynamics (for example, in the study of phase transitions and cosmic defects,

or post-inflationary dynamics and gravitational wave generation, see e.g. [52–69]), in our

present case we are limited by the integration time, rather than by memory. Even though

the number of field degrees of freedom in an Abelian-Higgs set-up like ours can be easily

accommodated nowadays in a modern computer to run simulations with N = 256 − 512
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points/dimension, such large lattice sizes would require in our problem, unreasonably long

integration times for each serial job. We postpone for future work a parallelization and

vectorization of our code that will allow us to probe the diffusion regime for long enough

times while using large lattice volumes.

3.3 Initial conditions

In section 4 we start our numerical study by considering the diffusion of the Chern-Simons

number in the absence of fermions, i.e. fixing µ = 0. In order to set up the initial thermal

configuration, we use a standard Monte-Carlo Metropolis-Hasting algorithm to create a set

of configurations according to the Gibbs distribution exp(−HL/T ), where HL is the lattice

Hamiltonian

HL = dx3
∑
~n

HL = dx3
∑
~n

[
(D+

o ϕ)†(D+
o ϕ) +

∑
j

(D+
j ϕ)†(D+

j ϕ) + V (ϕϕ∗, φ)

+
1

2

∑
j

(
∆+
o Ai −∆+

i Ao
)2

+
1

4

∑
i,j

(∆+
i Aj −∆+

j Ai)
2

]
, (3.49)

which reproduces the continuum Hamiltonian eq. (3.13) [for µ = 0] to order O(dx2
µ). The

updates are such that we first update in a given site, a given field amplitude, and then we

determine whether we accept the change or not (if not, we undo the update). Following,

we update in the same site another field amplitude, and determine whether we accept it

or not. We repeat this procedure in the same lattice site until we have considered all field

amplitudes {φ, ~A}. Afterwards, we do the analogous updates, still in the same site, of the

conjugate momenta {π, ~E}. Only after updating in the same site all field and conjugate

momenta variables {φ, ~A, π, ~E}, we move to the next lattice site, and repeat the procedure.

We perform the updates surveying sequentially the N3 lattice sites, always in the same

order. By tuning (by trial and error) the typical size of the field and conjugate momenta

updates, we achieve a ∼ 50% acceptance rate, and typically within O(102)−O(103) sweeps,

we obtain the desired configuration. As we consider the presence of an external magnetic

field, say in the ẑ direction Bext = Bêz, we simply repeat the procedure just described, but

imposing the conditions eqs. (3.35), (3.36).

The configurations created with the Monte-Carlo method just described, do not pre-

serve however the Gauss law G ≡
∑

i(Ei − Ei,−i) − 2e2dxIm{ϕ∗π} = 0. As this is a

constraint between the field amplitudes and conjugate momenta, the Metropolis-Hasting

updates does not know about this apriori. In order to enforce the Gauss law during the

Monte-Carlo process, we have performed updates with respect to a new lattice Hamiltonian

density HL → HL + ξG2, with ξ a dimensionless parameter. By tuning ξ to increasingly

large values, one obtain configurations that respect the Gauss law to an increasingly better

and better degree. We have used ξ = 1, 10 and 100. In practice, the larger the value

of ξ, the larger the required Monte-Carlo thermalization time, thus making the method

impractical if one desires to obey the Gauss law to a high degree of accuracy. In order to

achieve a better accuracy we have also added a cooling procedure, immediately after the

the Monte-Carlo sweeps. In particular, we have solved the equations of motion derived
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from considering an effective action Scooling = G2. Such a cooling evolution hardly changes

the energy of the gauge field transverse modes if the configuration was generated by the

Metropolis-Hasting algorithm, but it kills the longitudinal components responsible for the

violation of Gauss law [37]. In this way we can get the Gauss law satisfied to any desired

accuracy for the initial configuration (all our simulations reached machine precision). Af-

ter the cooling, we finally start the real time evolution of the fields, dictated by the set of

discrete lattice equations of motion eqs. (3.28) [with the chemical potential fixed to µ = 0].

Let us note that we have verified explicitly that, within the statistical error, our results

(once deep inside the diffusion regime) are insensitive to the choice of ξ = 1, 10 or 100.

In particular, our main observable, the statistical average of the Chern-Simons number

squared
〈
Q2
〉
, is actually insensitive to even setting ξ = 0 during the Monte-Carlo, as

quickly after the end of the cooling period, the real time dynamics finish thermalizing

the system, achieving an equivalent configuration as if ξ had been non-zero during the

Monte-Carlo. We have checked explicitly that neither the time onset of diffusion, nor the

properties of the diffusion regime itself, are affected by the choice of ξ (even when the

latter vanishes). The thermalisation algorithm we used is not as efficient as that proposed

in [42]. Still, it satisfied our needs as in any event the most time consuming part of our

analysis was associated with the real-time evolution rather than with the preparation of

the initial state.

4 Chern-Simons number diffusion

In this section we consider the diffusion of the CS number in the absence of fermions, fixing

µ = 0 at all times. We will consider from the beginning that there is an external magnetic

field present. If there was no external magnetic field the correlator
〈
Q2
〉

would become

constant after some time, but the amplitude and time scale to develope such pleateau, is

dominated by ultraviolet contributions, and hence dictated by the lattice details [37, 70].

The absence of an external magnetic field is therefore of no particular physical interest.

Our interest is rather to ‘switch on’ an external magnetic field, and study the diffusion of〈
Q2
〉
. In that case, the correlator is then expected to grow continuously as time goes by.

Based on the numerical outcome from our lattice simulations, we will be able to obtain fits

to the appropriate coefficients characterizing the diffusive behavior of
〈
Q2
〉
. We will then

compare these with analytical estimates. Through the following sections, where we report

our numerical results, we will consider the quantity Q defined as

Q ≡ e2

4π2

∫
d4x ~E ~B = NCS(t)−NCS(0) , NCS ≡

e2

8π2

∫
d4x ~A ~B . (4.1)

Let us therefore turn our attention into the case where we consider a constant external

magnetic field. As we mentioned in the previous section, without loss of generality we can

consider a magnetic field in the ẑ direction, ~B = (0, 0, B), with a flux at a given orthogonal

lattice area A ≡ (Ndx)2∫
A

~Bd2~x =

∫
A
Bdx1dx2 = B(Ndx)2 ≡ 2πnmag , ⇒ B ≡ 2πnmag

(dxN)2
, (4.2)
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with nmag an integer number. For a given magnetic seed nmag, we have obtained 〈Q2〉 for a

fixed lattice spacing Tdx = 1, varying the gauge coupling e2 and the number of points per

dimension N [hence varying the lattice volume8 V = N3dx3]. For each set of parameters

(nmag, e
2, N), we have obtained NR independent realizations of Q2 as a function of time

(with NR ≥ 20). We have built the desired correlator
〈
Q2
〉

simply by statistical averaging,

〈Q2〉 ≡ 1

NR

∑
i

Q2
i , (4.3)

where the index i labels the different realizations. The statistical error in the measurement

of 〈Q2〉 is determined by

∆Q2 ≡
ΣQ2

√
NR

, ΣQ2 ≡
√

1

NR

∑
i

(Q2
i − 〈Q2〉)2 , (4.4)

where Σ2
Q2 represents the statistical variance of the ensemble of NR realizations. In most

plots we represent with a central solid line the mean value 〈Q2〉, whereas a shaded area

between some upper 〈Q2〉 + ∆Q and and lower 〈Q2〉 − ∆Q curves around a given central

line, represents the error in the assessment of 〈Q2〉. See for instance figure 1. We will

maintain this plotting style all through the paper.

In all the figures of this section we plot 〈Q2〉 and its statistical error ∆Q2 , as obtained

from our simulations with an external magnetic field with magnetic seeds nmag = 4, 16 and

64, and gauge coupling values listed in eqs. (3.43)–(3.46), depending on N . Let us notice

that due to the scaling of the magnetic field as B ∝ N−2, the strength of the magnetic field

weakens the larger the N (for a fixed magnetic seed nmag). Hence, if we take e.g. nmag = 4,

the magnetic field for the simulations with N = 32 will be a factor 1
4 weaker than the

magnetic field for the simulations with N = 16 for the same magnetic seed. However, the

strength of the magnetic field will be the same for N = 16 and N = 32 simulations if we

take nmag = 4 for the former, but nmag = 16 for the latter.

4.1 Gauge coupling dependence

Let us start by considering a fixed magnetic seed nmag. We will vary also nmag later on,

in section 4.2, but for the time being we shall fix it to a given value, say e.g. nmag = 4. In

figure 1 we then plot 〈Q2〉 as obtained from our simulations with nmag = 4. In the left panel

we show 〈Q2〉
V for a fixed volume (Tdx = 1, N = 16) and two gauge coupling values e2 = 1, 2.

As expected the correlator amplitude grows linearly in time as ∝ t, corresponding to the

diffusive regime of CS number in the presence of a constant external magnetic field. The

system actually attempts first to relax into a constant asymptotic amplitude (as expected

in the case of absence of magnetic field), until the diffusion becomes noticeable. For such

small volume simulations with N = 16, at a time t ∼ O(1)T−1 the system has already

entered into some kind of diffusion. However it is not until a time t ∼ O(100)T−1 (gauge

coupling dependent), that 〈Q2〉 enters into its final asymptotic regime, linearly growing

8From now on, as Tdx = 1 is fixed, as discussed in section 3.2, we will interchangeably refer to the the

lattice volume by either V , or loosely simply by N .
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Figure 1. The volume normalized correlator 〈Q2〉/V , obtained from our simulations with nmag = 4.

Left : 〈Q2〉/V for a fixed volume (Tdx = 1, N = 16) and two gauge coupling values e2 = 1, 2. The

two straight lines correspond to fits to the data, denoting a linear growth. Right : 〈Q2〉/V for a fixed

volume (Tdx = 1, N = 64) and four gauge coupling values e2 = 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2. The four straight

lines are not fits in this case, but aid the eye to compare the correlators’ growth against a linear

behavior.

in time. We have fitted this growth (averaging over the wiggly behavior) as 〈Q
2〉
V = Γt,

with Γ1 ' 1.2 · 10−5 T 4 for e2 = 1 and Γ2 ' 8.8 · 10−5 T 4 for e2 = 2. As appreciated

in the plot, the linear behavior (once started) is well sustained during all the simulation

time, and it seems a robust feature against the oscillatory behavior of 〈Q2〉. The amplitude

of the slopes is clearly bigger the larger the coupling e2, however the ratio Γ2/Γ1 ' 7.3

deviates from the theoretical value 23 = 8, based on the expected behavior Γ ∝ (e2)3 (for

fixed nmag). We will quantify this deviation later when exploring other volumes and gauge

coupling values, properly taking into account statistical and averaging errors.

In the right panel of figure 1 we plot 〈Q
2〉
V for nmag = 4, N = 64 (Tdx = 1), and

gauge coupling values e2 = 0.25, 0.5, 1 and 2. The volume in these simulations is a factor

(64/16)3 = 26 = 64 larger than in the simulations used in the left panel, so the physical

magnetic field is, correspondingly, a factor 1
16 weaker (nmag = 4 is the same for both

panels). This fact can be clearly appreciated by noting that the moment when the correlator

amplitude starts growing linearly, is visibly delayed in the right panel, compared to the left

panel smaller volume simulations. In the larger volume simulations it is clearly appreciated

as well that 〈Q2〉 grows in time and its amplitude is larger the bigger the coupling e2. By

eye, it is not clear however what is the exact scaling with e2. Quantifying this dependence

requires a proper parameter fit which we will present shortly.

Let us make before a small digression about one of the technical difficulties we have

encountered in this work: the onset of the diffusion regime was delayed in some cases up

to very large times, often up to physical times Tt ∼ 103 − 104. The weaker the physical

magnetic field the longer it took in general to reach the onset of a diffusion regime, where

the correlator truly grows linearly in time. As we are only interested in such regime, in

some cases9 we could only start measuring the linear growth at very late times, for a

9Particularly in those with large volume N , as that implies smaller magnetic field B ∝ 1/N2.
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Figure 2. Growth of 〈Q2〉 in the presence of an external magnetic field with nmag = 4, for a variety

of gauge couplings and volumes. Left : volume and magnetic field normalized correlator, 〈Q2〉
V B2 , for

a fix coupling e2 = 1, sampling the volume V = (N · dx)3 for N = 16, 32 and 64. The straight

line corresponds to a fit to the data, denoting a linear growth well sustained once diffusion is onset.

Right : volume, magnetic field and time normalized correlator, 〈Q2〉
V B2t , shown at times t � tdiff ,

once diffusion has been well established for all the cases. The horizontal lines correspond to fits to

the data.

period marginally longer than a decade in time. This really limited our capabilities to

study systems with a large volume, as the simulation time needed to reach and probe the

difussion regime, was unfeasibly long for large volumes, given our computing resources. In

practice, for a case with magnetic seed nmag = 4, volume N3 = 643, time step Tdt = 0.05

and final physical time Ttf = 105, we could only measure the linear regime for roughly

∼ 1 − 2 decades in time, and this took around ∼ 6 days of computing time for each

individual job. For nmag = 4, we could not obtain useful data from our N = 128 runs, as

the diffusion stage had barely started by the end of simulations that had run for around

∼ 1 week of computing time. Only for simulations with larger magnetic seeds, as those

we present in section 4.2, we could run N = 128 lattices, as the onset of diffusion was

reached at earlier physical times (yet we had to enlarge the time step to Tdt = 0.2 and to

reduce the final time to Ttf = 5 · 104, in order to run these simulations under ∼ 1 week of

computing time).

In figure 2 we plot again the correlator 〈Q2〉 in the presence of a external magnetic

field with nmag = 4, for a variety of gauge couplings and volumes. In particular, in the

left panel we plot the volume and magnetic field normalized correlator amplitude, 〈Q
2〉

V B2 ,

for a fix coupling e2 = 1, varying the volume V = (N · dx)3 for N = 16, 32, 64 and 128

(Tdx = 1). Based on theoretical considerations, we expect the correlator to be directly

proportional to external magnetic fields as 〈Q2〉 ∝ B2. We then expect the slopes of
〈Q2〉
V B2 for different volumes N , to sit on top of each other (once in the diffusion regime).

This is precisely what we observe in the left panel of figure 2, within the statistical error,

after a time t & O(103)T−1. As nmag = 4 is the same for all cases depicted, but N is

different, the magnetic field B ∝ nmag

N2 is weaker the larger the volume simulated. Hence,

the diffusion process starts later the weaker it is the external magnetic field B (i.e. the larger

the N). The left panel of figure 2 highlights therefore very clearly the technical problem we
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discussed before: for large volume simulations the required time needed to reach diffusion

becomes unfeasible. Our simulations for the same parameters and N = 128, showed that

the diffusion stage had not been reached yet at the end of the simulation time. That is

why, for nmag = 4, we do not include the N = 128 case in the figure, nor in the parameter

fit analysis we present later.

In the right panel of figure 2 we plot 〈Q
2〉

V B2t
at large times, once the diffusion behavior

is well established. If, as expected, the correlator grows linearly in time as 〈Q2〉 ∝ t, then
〈Q2〉
V B2t

should turn into horizontal plots, lying on top of each other for a given gauge coupling

strength e2, independently of the physical magnetic field B(nmag, N) and of the volume

V (N, dx). This is precisely what we observe, within the statistical error, in the right panel

of figure 2. To quantify deviations from the linearly growth behavior, we could introduce a

new parameter 〈Q2〉 ∝ t1+α. However, our attempts do so, have shown clearly that within

the statistical error, one can take safely take α = 0 for every set of values of (B, V, e2)

considered.

Let us note that the numerical correlators 〈Q2(t)〉 clearly grow with the gauge coupling.

Based on the same scaling arguments as before, we expect 〈Q2〉
V B2t

∝ (e2)3. In order to

quantify possible deviations from this scaling, we have take into account that 〈Q2〉 grows

in time. We have defined an amplitude for the correlator in diffusion as

Γdiff ≡
1

(t− tdiff)

∫ t

tdiff

dt′
〈Q2〉(t′)
V t′

, (4.5)

and assigned two uncertainties to this quantity, a statistical error as

∆Γstat ≡
1

(t− tdiff)

∫ t

tdiff

dt′
∆Q2(t′)

V t′
, (4.6)

and an error due to the oscillatory behavior as

∆Γosc ≡

√
1

(t− tdiff)

∫ t

tdiff

dt′
(
〈Q2〉(t′)
V t′

− Γdiff

)2

. (4.7)

We will assign as the error of Γdiff in the diffusion regime, the maximum of the previous

two errors,

∆Γdiff ≡ max{∆Γstat,∆Γosc} . (4.8)

In the left panel of figure 3 we present Γdiff±∆Γdiff for all our data sample for nmag = 4

(i.e. considering all our volume and coupling constants pool). For each volume N , we have

found a best fit to the data points {e2,Γdiff} of the form Γ
(N)
diff = AN · (e2)mNB2. We obtain

nmag = 4 →


Γ

(16)
diff ' 1.26 · 10−3 · (e2)2.85 ·B2 , N = 16

Γ
(32)
diff ' 1.53 · 10−3 · (e2)3.10 ·B2 , N = 32

Γ
(64)
diff ' 1.41 · 10−3 · (e2)2.70 ·B2 , N = 64

. (4.9)

We find an averaged fit of the form Γdiff ≡ 〈Q
2〉

V t = (Ā±∆A) · (e2)m̄±∆m

Γdiff ' (1.41± 0.10) · 10−3 · (e2)2.87±0.18 ·B2 , (nmag = 4) , (4.10)
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Figure 3. Amplitude 〈Q2〉diff

B2V t ≡
Γdiff

B2 for nmag = 4 (where B ≡ 2πnmag/N
2), for all the values

(e2, N) considered. Left : Γdiff

B2 versus N . Right : Γdiff

B2 versus e2.

where the errors in the amplitude and the exponent are obtained by Ā ≡
∑

N #NAN ,

m̄ ≡
∑

N #NmN , (∆A)2 ≡
∑

N #N (AN − Ā)2, and (∆m)2 ≡
∑

N #N (mN −m̄)2, with the

weights #16 = 2/9, #32 = 3/9 and #64 = 4/9, corresponding to the gauge coupling values

e2 = 1, 2 for N = 16, e2 = 0.5, 1, 2 for N = 32 and e2 = 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 for N = 64. In the

left panel of figure 3 we show 〈Q2〉diff

B2V t
≡ Γdiff

B2 versus N . For a given gauge coupling value we

find the amplitudes of this quantity to be similar to each other within the statistical error,

independently of the volume. Solid horizontal lines indicate the best fit to Γdiff
B2 for a fixed

value of e2, whereas dashed lines indicate the expected amplitude based on the theoretical

scaling Γdiff
B2 ∝ e6 (taking the amplitude for e2 = 1 as a reference). In the right panel of

figure 3 we show Γdiff
B2 as a function of e2. Consistently with the left panel, the amplitude

is of the same order for a given gauge coupling e2, independently of the volume. The solid

line in the right panel represents the average fit eq. (4.10) from the fits in eqs. (4.9) for each

choice of N . The shade area between the dashed lines represents the dispersion among such

best fits. We conclude that the theoretical expectation Γdiff
B2 ∝ (e2)3 is verified well within

the associated errors. The best fit of the data actually prefers a scaling as Γdiff
B2 ∝ (e2)2.87,

see eq. (4.10), but the uncertainty in the exponent encompasses well the case Γdiff
B2 ∝ (e2)3.

4.2 Magnetic field dependence

In this section we will first present an analysis similar to that in section 4.1, applied to

the data obtained from our simulations with stronger magnetic fields, corresponding to the

seeds nmag = 16 and 64. This implies the use of magnetic fields 4 and 16 times larger,

respectively, than in the previous section. This analysis introduces yet a B2 factor in the

fits, based on the theoretically expected scaling 〈Q2〉 ∝ B2. In order words, these fits

are obtained over the normalized correlators 〈Q
2〉diff

B2V t
≡ Γdiff

B2 vs e2. In order to quantify

numerically the deviations of our data set from the theoretically expected behavior ∝ B2,

we will then re-analyze the data afterwards, fixing the gauge coupling value and fitting the

correlator amplitudes against the magnetic field seed nmag. Finally, we will perform another

re-analysis of the data, based on a multi-parameter fit of the correlator amplitudes against

all parameters involved, the volume, the magnetic field seed, and the gauge coupling.
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Let us then first look at the scaling of the correlators vs gauge coupling, for nmag = 16

and 64, so that we can compare these results with eqs. (4.9), (4.10) obtained for nmag = 4.

We have analyzed our nmag = 16 and nmag = 64 data set in identical manner as we did for

nmag = 4 in section 4.1: for each pair of values (nmag, N) we have determined Γdiff±∆Γdiff .

Then, for each magnetic seed nmag, we have found a best fit to the data points (e2,Γdiff)

for each value N , of the form Γ
(N)
diff = AN · (e2)mNB2. The one difference now is that for

the larger magnetic seeds nmag = 16, 64, we have added data from our simulations with

volumes N3 = 1283, as in this occasion (contrary to nmag = 4), the system was reaching

the diffusion regime before the end of the simulation time. We obtain

nmag = 16 →


Γ

(16)
diff ' 1.16 · 10−3 · (e2)3.35 ·B2 , N = 16

Γ
(32)
diff ' 1.00 · 10−3 · (e2)3.00 ·B2 , N = 32

Γ
(64)
diff ' 1.34 · 10−3 · (e2)2.93 ·B2 , N = 64

Γ
(128)
diff ' 1.21 · 10−3 · (e2)2.77 ·B2 , N = 128

(4.11)

nmag = 64 →


Γ

(16)
diff ' 1.82 · 10−3 · (e2)3.04 ·B2 , N = 16

Γ
(32)
diff ' 1.40 · 10−3 · (e2)2.87 ·B2 , N = 32

Γ
(64)
diff ' 1.61 · 10−3 · (e2)2.88 ·B2 , N = 64

Γ
(128)
diff ' 1.80 · 10−3 · (e2)3.04 ·B2 , N = 128

(4.12)

For each nmag value, we have averaged over the different fits, weighting each case by the

number of possible gauge coupling values for each N [recall eqs. (3.43)–(3.46) and the

related discussion]. This is the same procedure as we did for the nmag = 4 data, except

that now we include all gauge coupling cases from the simulations for N = 128. We find

an averaged fit of the form Γdiff ≡ 〈Q2〉
V t = (Ā ±∆A) · (e2)m̄±∆m as [for completeness, we

reproduce again the fit to nmag = 4 eq. (4.10)]

Γdiff ' (1.41± 0.10) · 10−3 · (e2)2.87±0.18 ·B2 , (nmag = 4) , (4.13)

Γdiff ' (1.19± 0.12) · 10−3 · (e2)2.95±0.19 ·B2 , (nmag = 16) , (4.14)

Γdiff ' (1.65± 0.16) · 10−3 · (e2)2.96±0.08 ·B2 , (nmag = 64) , (4.15)

where the errors in the amplitude and the exponent are obtained by Ā ≡
∑

N #NAN ,

m̄ ≡
∑

N #NmN , (∆A)2 ≡
∑

N #N (AN − Ā)2, and (∆m)2 ≡
∑

N #N (mN − m̄)2, with

weights #16 = 2/14, #32 = 3/14, #64 = 4/14 and #128 = 5/14, corresponding to the

gauge coupling values e2 = 1, 2 for N = 16, e2 = 0.5, 1, 2 for N = 32, e2 = 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 for

N = 64, and finally e2 = 2, 1, 1/2, 1/4 and 1/8 for N = 128.

In the left panel of figure 4 we present Γdiff ±∆Γdiff as a function of e2, using all our

data sample for nmag = 16 (i.e. considering all our volume and coupling constants pool).

The solid line represents the average fit eq. (4.14) from the best fits eqs. (4.11) to each

choice of N . In the right panel of figure 4 we present the analogous plot for our data

sample for nmag = 64. The solid line represents the average fit eq. (4.15) from the best fits

eqs. (4.12) to each choice of N . The shade area between the dashed lines in both left and

right panels, represents the dispersion among the best fits for each nmag case. We conclude

from these fits that the theoretical expectation Γdiff
B2 ∝ (e2)3 is still well verified within the
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Figure 4. Γdiff

B2 versus e2 for nmag = 16 (left panel) and nmag = 64 (right panel), for all our (e2, N)

values. Solid straight lines represent an average [eq. (4.14) for the left panel, and eq. (4.15) for the

right panel] over the best fits to the data for each volume N . Shade areas represent the dispersion

among such best fits, see eqs. (4.11) and eqs. (4.12).

associated errors for both nmag = 16 and nmag = 64. The best fit of the data for nmag = 16

prefers a scaling as Γdiff
B2 ∝ (e2)2.96, whereas for nmag = 64 it prefers Γdiff

B2 ∝ (e2)2.95,

see eqs. (4.14)–(4.15). In both cases, the uncertainty in the exponents encompasses well,

nonetheless, the theoretical scaling.

Let us turn our attention now to the dependence of the correlator 〈Q2〉/V on the

strength of the magnetic field. In figure 5 we show 〈Q2〉/V for a fixed gauge coupling

e2 = 1, different volumes (N = 16, 32) and magnetic seeds (nmag = 4, 16, 64). If the scaling

behavior 〈Q2〉 ∝ B2 is basically correct, we expect some of the signals to overlap, as it is

clearly appreciated in the figure. This is because the magnetic field scales as B ∝ nmag/N
2,

and hence, theoretically, the correlator scales as 〈Q2〉/V ∝ B2 ∝ n2
mag/N

4. Thus, the signal

for a given pair of parameter values (nmag, N) = (n1, N1), should be, in principle, of the

same size as the signal for other parameter values (n2, N2), as long as n2/n1 = (N2/N1)2.

Our set of parameter values {e2, N} allow precisely for these type of combinations, for

instance when comparing the signal obtained for (nmag, N) = (16, 16) [green signal in the

figure] versus that for (nmag, N) = (64, 32) [yellow signal], or the signal for (nmag, N) =

(4, 16) [dark blue signal] versus that for (nmag, N) = (16, 32) [light blue signal]. Within the

statistical error these two pairs clearly overlap, once the diffusion regime is well onset. As a

guideline for the eye we also include straight lines depicting a linear growth, demonstrating

that a linear growth in time remains a robust feature even in the presence of a strong

magnetic field. For comparison, we also show the signal in the absence of magnetic field

(nmag = 0), for e2 = 1 and volumes N = 16, 32. In this case the growth of 〈Q2〉/V ceases

very soon, reaching an amplitude fixed by the strength of e2 = 1 (independently of N). It

is instructive to note the behavior of the correlator 〈Q2〉/V for the parameters (nmag, N)

= (4, 32), which corresponds to the weakest magnetic field case in figure 5 [purple signal].

As the magnetic field is relatively weak in this case, the correlator saturates initially to a

similar amplitude to the signal with no external magnetic field, before it finally starts the

diffusive regime after a time ∆t ∼ 300 T−1.
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Figure 5. Correlator 〈Q2〉/V for a fixed gauge coupling e2 = 1, sampling different volumes with

N = 16 and 32, and magnetic fields with seed nmag = 4, 16 and 64. For comparison we also show

〈Q2〉/V for e2 = 1 and nmag = 0, for two volumes N = 16, 32. The straight lines are just meant to

guide the eye (they are not fits), representing a linear growth ∝ t with different slopes for each case.

In figure 6 we present a series of panels where we plot the correlator 〈Q2〉 for various

magnetic seeds (nmag = 4, 16, 64) and gauge coupling values (e2 = 0.5, 2), for a fixed lattice

size N = 32 (Tdx = 1). The color coding is actually shared by the four panels of the figure,

as the plots of each panel are based in the same data. This way we can compare easily

the effect of the different normalization of the correlators by simply comparing the signals

of the same color from panel to panel. Let us first look at the top left panel, where we

show 〈Q2〉
V B2 . If the scaling 〈Q2〉 ∝ B2 is roughly correct, the six signals considered should

be split in two groups, a higher amplitude corresponding to the highest gauge coupling

e2 = 2, and a lower amplitude corresponding to e2 = 0.5. The top left panel clearly shows

such two-group splitting pattern, indicating that a scaling ∝ B2 is roughly correct [we

will quantify this shortly]. In the top right panel we plot 〈Q2〉
V (e2)3 . Based on the scaling

〈Q2〉/B2 ∝ (e2)2, we expect the signals to split in three groups, depending on the strength

of nmag (given that N is common to all of them). For each magnetic seed nmag = 4, 16 and

64 we expect to see a pair of overlapping correlators. Such three-group pattern is clearly

observed in the top right panel. In the bottom left panel we plot 〈Q2〉
V B2(e2)3 . Based on the

scaling 〈Q2〉 ∝ B2(e2)3, we expect the whole set of signals to overlap into a single growing

pattern. This is precisely what we observe in this panel, where all signals overlap within a

scatter of an order of magnitude, compatible with the statistical errors. For further clarity,

we plot again these set of overlapping signals in the bottom right panel, but in this occasion

normalizing them by a linear time growth as well, 〈Q2〉
V tB2(e2)3 . If the scaling 〈Q2〉 ∝ B2(e2)3t
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Figure 6. Correlator 〈Q2〉 for various magnetic seeds nmag = 4, 16 and 64 and gauge coupling

values e2 = 0.5 and 2, for a fixed lattice size N = 32 (Tdx = 1). Top Left : 〈Q2〉
V B2 . Top Right : 〈Q2〉

V (e2)2 .

Bottom Left : 〈Q2〉
V (Be2)2 . Bottom Right : 〈Q2〉

V t(Be2)2 .

is correct, then all the signals should not only overlap but also remain constant in time.

Within the statistical error, this is precisely the pattern we observe in the bottom right

panel, where all signals oscillate and scatter around a common value ∼ 10−3 (it is actually

appreciated in the figure that the correlator amplitudes for nmag = 4 only turns into a flat

pleteau only at late times, of the order of Tt ∼ few × 103).

Finally, let us recall again that all fits as a function of e2 obtained so far, have been

derived assuming always an exact magnetic field scaling as 〈Q2〉 ∝ B2. Even though our

plots in figure 6 clearly show that, if not exact, such scaling is roughly correct, we will

quantify now deviations from this simple scaling behavior, against our data. In order to

do so, we divide our data sample in subsets so that for a given gauge coupling e2, we

collect the amplitudes Γdiff as a function of volume N and magnetic seed nmag. Given a

pair of values (e2, N), we can then fit Γdiff as a function of nmag, theoretically expecting

that 〈Q2〉 ∝ n2
mag. For each coupling e2 we have found a best fit for each volume N

considered, like

e2 = 2 →


Γ

(16)
diff ' 1.14 · 10−2 ·B2.18 , N = 16

Γ
(32)
diff ' 7.50 · 10−3 ·B1.86 , N = 32

Γ
(64)
diff ' 9.67 · 10−3 ·B1.98 , N = 64

Γ
(128)
diff ' 1.17 · 10−2 ·B2.34 , N = 128

(4.16)
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e2 = 1 →


Γ

(16)
diff ' 1.56 · 10−3 ·B2.13 , N = 16

Γ
(32)
diff ' 1.46 · 10−3 ·B2.07 , N = 32

Γ
(64)
diff ' 3.31 · 10−3 ·B2.21 , N = 64

Γ
(128)
diff ' 2.68 · 10−3 ·B2.10 , N = 128

(4.17)

e2 = 0.5 →


Γ

(32)
diff ' 1.55 · 10−4 ·B1.97 , N = 32

Γ
(64)
diff ' 1.93 · 10−4 ·B2.01 , N = 64

Γ
(128)
diff ' 1.28 · 10−3 ·B2.47 , N = 128

(4.18)

e2 = 0.25 →

{
Γ

(64)
diff ' 2.16 · 10−5 ·B1.89 , N = 64

Γ
(128)
diff ' 8.70 · 10−5 ·B2.23 , N = 128

(4.19)

Averaging over the best fits for each gauge coupling, we obtain

Γdiff ' (1.15± 0.35) · 10−2 ·B2.07±0.18 , e2 = 2.0 (4.20)

Γdiff ' (2.22± 0.80) · 10−3 ·B2.13±0.05 , e2 = 1.0 (4.21)

Γdiff ' (1.74± 0.19) · 10−4 ·B1.99±0.02 , e2 = 0.5 (4.22)

Γdiff ' (4.78± 3.20) · 10−5 ·B2.03±0.17 , e2 = 0.25 , (4.23)

where the prefactor for e2 = 0.25 exhibits a very large dispersion, as only two points from

our data could be used, corresponding to correlators amplitudes obtained for N = 64 and

N = 128. In general there is some dispersion with respect an exact ∝ B2 scaling, but in

the cases e2 = 2.0, e2 = 0.5, e2 = 0.25, the deviation is either not significant or a scaling

∝ B2 is well encompassed within the associated error. For e2 = 1.0 there is however a

systematic deviation of few % with respect an exact quadratic scaling.

Let us note that whereas the fits eqs. (4.13)–(4.15) of Γdiff vs e2 are obtained for a

fixed magnetic seed nmag, the new fits eqs. (4.20)–(4.23) of Γdiff vs B are obtained for a

fixed gauge coupling e2. A new approach we may consider is then a multi-dimensional fit

to Γdiff as function of both e2 and B. Theoretically Γdiff ∝ B2(e2)3, so we can consider

our data sample of Γdiff values obtained for each set of parameter values (e2, N, nmag), and

attempt a multi-dimensional fit of the whole array of data to a functional form Γdiff =

A · (e2)me(2πnmag)mBN−2mB+3mN , where me will characterize deviations from ∝ (e2)3,

mB from ∝ B2, and mN from 〈Q2〉 ∝ V = N3. Using our full set of data obtained for

N = 16, 32, 64, 128, e2 = 0.125, 0.25, 0.50, 1.0, 2.0 and nmag = 4, 16, 64, we obtain10

Γdiff ' 10−3.09±0.48 · (e2)2.86±0.12 ·B2.06±0.08 · V 0.04±0.13 , (4.24)

with the errors representing 95% confidence level intervals. Our multi-dimensional fit

indicates that there is no residual volume dependence, so that 〈Q2〉 ∝ V is pretty much

exact. The scaling 〈Q2〉 ∝ B2 is totally compatible with our data set, within the statistical

error, whereas a scaling 〈Q2〉 ∝ α3 is only marginally compatible, as the multi-dimensional

fit prefers an exponent slightly smaller.

10We have used Mathetica 10.3 LinearModelFit routine over the log of our data, i.e. a fit of log10(〈Q2〉/V )

against a linear combination of log10 e
2, log10 nmag, log10N .
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To finalize, let us confront our numerical results from this section, with the analytical

results presented before in section 2.3. The theoretical prediction for the diffusion rate is

given by eq. (2.17), which can be written like

Γ
(th)
eff =

α2B2

π2(σ/T )
' 2.5 · 10−5 (e2)3B2 . (4.25)

As the theoretical estimation scales exactly as ∝ (e2)3 and ∝ B2, in order to make a fair

comparison with our numerical outcome, we present below the numerical diffusion rates

obtained when assuming an exact scaling of the data as ∝ (e2)3B2,

Γdiff ' (1.51± 0.39) · 10−3 · (e2)3 ·B2 , (nmag = 4) , (4.26)

Γdiff ' (1.36± 0.38) · 10−3 · (e2)3 ·B2 , (nmag = 16) , (4.27)

Γdiff ' (1.69± 0.32) · 10−3 · (e2)3 ·B2 , (nmag = 64) . (4.28)

Here the mean values and errors have been obtained by identical procedure as that used in

the fits eqs. (4.13)–(4.15), and eqs. (4.20)–(4.23). Whereas in eqs. (4.13)–(4.15) an exact

scaling ∝ B2 was assumed (hence fitting the behavior vs e2), and in eqs. (4.20)–(4.23)

an exact scaling ∝ (e2)3 was assumed instead (thus fitting the behavior vs B), now in

eqs. (4.26)–(4.28) we have assumed both the scalings ∝ B2 and ∝ (e2)3 simultaneously

(hence fitting only the dimensionless pre-factor). In order to make the comparison with

eq. (4.25), we then average over eqs. (4.26)–(4.28), and obtain

Γ
(num)
diff ' (1.54± 0.21) · 10−3 · (e2)3 ·B2 . (4.29)

Comparing the prefactor from eq. (4.29) with that in eq. (4.25), we see that we obtain

numerically a rate Γ
(num)
diff /Γ

(th)
diff ' (58± 9) times larger than the theoretical expectation.11

This is of course one of the most relevant results of this paper.

4.3 Conductivity

The substantial numerical difference between the MHD result (4.25) and (4.29) calls for an

additional analysis of this discrepancy, at least at the qualitative level. The only essential

dynamical parameter that enters the eq. (4.25) is the electric conductivity of the plasma,

which was found for long ranged electric fields, with the scale exceeding the mean free path

of particles in the plasma l � 1/(α2T ), see eq. (1.11). It is known [33, 71] that a similar

quantity, the colour conductivity, plays an important role in non-Abelian sphaleron rate.

So, it is natural to ask what is the reaction of our system to short ranged electric fields,

with l� 1/(α2T ), potentially relevant for CS number diffusion.

11Of course, if we consider the multidimensional-fit eq. (4.24), the numerical rate can be considered to

be closer to the theoretical, given the great dispersion obtained in the multidimensional fitted amplitude.

This large dispersion is however only a consequence of having fitted the data against multiple parameters,

and thus we consider more fair to make a comparison between theory and numerics by using eq. (4.29),

extracted from the data once we assume (for the shake of the comparison) a scaling Γdiff ∝ α3B2 as exact.
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Probably, the simplest way to address this question is to use the Kubo formula [72]

for conductivity,12 which can be written, for homogeneous and isotropic plasma, as

σ =

∫ ∞
0

dt

∫
d3x

∫ β

0
dλTr [ρji(x, t+ iλ)ji(0, 0)] (4.30)

irrespectively of whether we take i = 1, 2 or 3. Here ρ is the equilibrium density matrix of

the system, ji are the spatial components of the electric current (no summation over i is

assumed), β = 1/T , and integration over λ appears due to non-commutativity of different

operators in the quantum case. For the classical field theory on the lattice with finite

volume V , the formula can be written as

σ =
1

V T

〈∫ ∞
0

dt

∫
d3xji(x, t)

∫
d3yji(y, 0)

〉
, (4.31)

where 〈. . .〉 is an ensemble average. It can be used as a basis for lattice numerical simula-

tions.

To get an idea of the expected behavior, we have first computed the correlator (4.31)

in the classical approximation for scalar free field theory. For this end the scalar field can

be expressed as usual via creation and annihilation operators, a(k), a†(k), with ensemble

averages

〈a†(k)a(k′)〉 = (2π)32k0δ(k − k′)nB(k) , (4.32)

where the Bose distribution function is taken to be nB(k) = T/k0, specific for classical

statistics, and k0 =
√
k2 +m2. Straightforward calculation of the integrand in (4.31) gives

Σ(t) =
1

V T

∫
d3x

∫
d3y 〈ji(x, t)ji(y, 0)〉 =

2e2T

3π2

∫
k4dk

(k2 +m2)2
cos2(k0t) . (4.33)

This expression is ultra-violet sensitive, linearly divergent with momentum, so the lattice

regularization provides a cutoff kmax ∼ 1/dx, where dx is the lattice spacing.

In the free field theory there is no damping, and the conductivity must be infinite,

what is indeed the case since the time integral of (4.33) is divergent. If interactions are

included, we expect that the correlator in (4.33) will be decaying exponentially with time,

Σ(t) ∝ exp (−γt), and oscillating with the plasma frequency. If we take γ ∝ e4T (see

discussion in in section 2.3), then parametrically σ ∝ 1/e2, whereas the plasma frequency

for long-ranged fluctuations for quantum scalar electrodynamics is ω = eT/3 (see, e.g. [73]).

To test our numerical procedure we have made first simulations of a free scalar field

theory and verified that the behavior of the correlator verifies indeed the structure of

eq. (4.33). See left panel of figure 7, where we plot Σ(t) as obtained for different volumes

N = 16, 32, 64, 128. As expected the initial amplitude falls to a constant positive value

(the same, independently of N), and this is modulated by short scale oscillations.

We have carried out simulations in interacting theory as well. The typical behaviour

of the integrand in this case, is presented in the right panel of figure 7. The short time

oscillations associated with the UV cutoff 1/dx are clearly seen. Also, contrary to the

12We thank Guy Moore for suggesting us to use it in our numerical analysis.
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Figure 7. We plot the integrand Σ(t) of the conductivity σ =
∫
dtΣ(t), both for a free scalar theory

(left panel) and for an interacting scalar-gauge theory (in the absence of an external magnetic field,

so nmag = 0) for e2 = 1 and various volumes N = 16, 32, 64 and 128. The bands around each solid

line represent the statistical error in the estimation of the correlator, based on NR = 28 realizations

in each case.

free field theory, it looks like there is some oscillating pattern with frequency considerably

smaller than 1/T , which can be attributed to the plasma frequency, and that after some

time the oscillations occur around zero, indicating the dumping. We made no attempt to

perform a complete quantitative study of the Kubo integral eq. (4.31), which would include

the parameter dependence and averaging over sufficiently large number of time histories,

leaving it to future work. Still, an estimation “by eye” of the damping time for e2 = 1,

gives 1/γ ∼ 2, leading to σ ∼ 0.5, which is smaller than that given by eq. (1.11) by a factor

around ∼ 50. If this value of conductivity is inserted into eq. (2.17), the result roughly

agrees with the diffusion rate of the CS number we observe in our simulations, making the

picture self-consistent. Thus, the high values of the diffusion rate of the CS number in the

presence of magnetic fields can be explained by the small value of the conductivity at small

time scales in the non-linear bosonic theory under investigation.

We do not know whether the same conclusion is true in real QED with fermions,

because rather than physical quantum electrons, we have instead lattice classical scalar

fields as the charged particles. We expect, though, that our results are applicable at their

face value to the hypercharge U(1) field of the electroweak theory above the electroweak

crossover, as the theory does contain the relatively light scalar fields — Higgses, which are

charged under this U(1). We also also expect the enhancement of the CS diffusion rate in

the electromagnetic sector right below the electroweak cross-over, due to the presence of

electrically charged W-bosons, introducing similar non-linearities as the scalar field.

5 Conclusions

In this work we have studied the non-conservation of fermion/chiral number in Abelian

gauge theories at finite temperatures. We have considered different mechanisms of fermionic

charge disappearance in the plasma, and analyzed these with both analytical and numerical

techniques.
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In sections 1 and 2 we have provided a number of analytical results about the dynamical

behavior of this system, both when µ = 0 and µ 6= 0, either in the presence or absence

of an external magnetic field. In section 3 we have discussed the details of our modeling,

including its lattice formulation. We then dedicate section 4 to our numerical analysis,

based on the outcome from real time lattice simulations for µ = 0. We plan to study

numerically the case with µ 6= 0 in a forthcoming publication.

In section 4 we have considered, in particular, the diffusion of the CS number in a

system with an external magnetic field present, but in the absence of fermions, hence

setting µ = 0 as a fixed value at all times. In the case with no external magnetic field B

the correlator
〈
Q2
〉

is a constant, as expected. If B 6= 0 this correlator grows continuously

and linearly in time. Based on the numerical outcome from the lattice simulations, we

have obtained fits to the appropriate coefficients characterizing the behavior of
〈
Q2
〉

for

different parameters of the theory and lattice volumes. We then compared these fits to the

analytical estimates presented in sections 1, 2.

The diffusive behavior of
〈
Q2
〉

in the presence of an external magnetic field B, indicates

that the mechanism for fermionic number non-conservation for B 6= 0 is due to fluctuations

of the gauge fields, similarly as in the case of non-Abelian gauge theories. Our numerical

determination of such diffusion rate when B 6= 0, Γ ' κα3B2, is perhaps the most impor-

tant result of the paper. We provide multiple fits to
〈
Q2
〉

in section 4, based on different

assumptions about the scaling of the correlator with α and B. Within the statistical errors,

we obtain that the rate scales, parametrically, with the fine-structure constant as ∝ α3,

and with magnetic field ∝ B2. We thus find that it scales with parameters as it was found

long time ago, from equations of MHD modified to account for anomaly effects. However,

the numerical amplitude of the rate we find is much larger than previously estimated, as

large as Γ
(num)
diff /Γ

(th)
diff ' 60, when compared to the rate derived from MHD. We argue that

this is an indication that the small scale fluctuations of the electromagnetic fields with the

size ∼ 1/(αT ), are important and must be accounted for. The higher rate of CS diffusion

implies a higher rate of chirality (or fermion number) non-conservation in the presence of

a magnetic field. Quite a number of works, e.g. [12–16] and those who used MHD for the

chirality non-conservation rate [some of them written by the one of the authors (MS)], used

the MHD approach for the study of combined evolution of the chirality/fermion number

and magnetic fields. We believe that the effects found in them may have to be reconsidered

in view of our present findings.

In this paper, we have also provided a number of arguments about the fact that, even in

the absence of a magnetic field, the fluctuations of bosonic fields may provide a mechanism

for chirality non-conservation, unrelated to instabilities. This mechanism would lead to

the damping of the fermion number with a rate independent on the chemical potential.

Unfortunately we were not able to test this hypothesis in our lattice simulations due to the

lack of computer resources, but we plan to study this circumstance once we parallelize and

vectorize our lattice code.

There is quite a number of points where our analysis can be refined and improved. We

studied only the classical theory without incorporating hard thermal loops and Bödeker’s

random force [38], the state of art that has been achieved for investigations of the non-
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Abelian sphaleron rate [41]. The analysis of the classical electric conductivity of the plasma

carried out in subsection 4.3 can be made more quantitative. Yet another important

question is related to applicability of our results for CS diffusion rate to high temperature

electrodynamics without any scalar fields. While the Abelian Higgs model serves as a

good approximation to the U(1) sector of the SM around the electroweak cross-over, this

is not the case for smaller temperatures when all charged bosonic degrees of freedom are

decoupled. We leave these aspects as points for future work.
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